
 

 

  
Abstract—How to calculate the intersection set of flows and 

guards quickly and accurately is at the core of nonlinear hybrid 
systems reachability analysis. The continuous flow condition of 
dynamic system of nonlinear hybrid systems are usually 
expressed by the implicit differential equations. Interval Taylor 
method with QR decomposition method is adopted in this paper 
that can explicitly express the boundaries of flows. Then the 
flows and guards can be expressed as Constraint Satisfaction 
Problem (CSP for short). At this moment, using the mixed 
contracting algorithms to solve the CSP that can calculate the 
intersection set of flows and guards. In the mixed contracting 
algorithm, when contracting the domain, single contractor is no 
longer used, but according to the use cycle to select the 
corresponding contractor. In the contraction domain, the strong 
but time-cost contractor and the weak but time-save contractor 
will be used interchangeably, that can improve the computing 
accuracy and reduce the time-consuming. The experimental 
results show that this method can quickly and accurately solve the 
intersection set of flows and guards. 

 
Keywords—nonlinear systems, hybrid systems, reachability 

analysis, interval analysis.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
Reachability analysis is an important method in the analysis 

and verification of nonlinear hybrid systems. Reachability 
analysis plays an important role in many safety verification 
problems of nonlinear hybrid systems, such as self-driving 
vehicles, Intelligent Expressway, Industrial Automation, etc. 
Through the analysis of the reachability of the nonlinear hybrid 
system, the security of the controller in the system can be 
verified, and the security of the system is verified [1]. 

Reachability analysis refers to whether a system in a given 
initial state can reach a certain target state after a period of time 
and condition. When calculating the reachability set of 
nonlinear hybrid system, the most important step is to calculate 
the reachability set of continuous system in known discrete 
mode, then calculate the intersection set of reachability set and 
guard condition. Literature [2-4] use convex polyhedra, 
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ellipsoid, level sets and other mathematical forms to represent 
the state domain of the system respectively, then the 
intersection between the flow condition and the guard condition 
is calculated by the corresponding calculation method. But in 
this way, the expression of the state domain is not precise 
enough, and because of the high computational complexity, so 
that can't be applied to high dimensional hybrid systems. In 
literature [5] the idea of bounded model detection (BMC ) is 
introduced , and the main method is to encode the reachable set 
of Hybrid Automaton ( HA ) in k - step by using satisfiability  
modulo theories ( SMT ) .This method lacks a certain degree of 
integrity, and the memory requirements increase with the size 
of the problem, so this method limits the size of the problem. In 
literature [6] the support function and other mathematical 
models are used to express and calculate the reachable domain. 
Although this method can deal with the computation of 
continuous state effectively, it needs very complicated 
geometric calculation when calculating intersection set. In 
literature [7], the guard set is represented by a half space 
(Halfspace), and the intersection set are over approximated by 
nonlinear mapping, so the geometric operation of the 
intersection set can be avoided. On this basis, literature [8] 
explicitly expresses the boundary of the continuous conditions 
by using the interval Taylor method (Interval Taylor Method, 
ITM). In this process, the QR decomposition method proposed 
by Lohner is used to control the wrapping effect. At this 
moment, the guard condition and the flow condition can 
naturally be expressed as a constraint satisfaction problem
（CSP）that the 3B algorithm is used to solve the CSP, and the 
solution of flow constraint and guard constraint is obtained. 
Although the 3B algorithm has high accuracy in calculating 
CSP, it takes a long time. So, in the literature [9] HC4 algorithm 
is used to solve the CSP which consists of flow condition and 
guard condition. Although the speed has improved, the 
accuracy of the calculation is not high compared with that of 
literature [8]. Because of the HC4 algorithm, literature [9] 
cannot handle the case where the number of constrained 
variables occurrences is greater than one. 

This paper proposes an improved scheme based on the above 
references. Solving the intersection of flow conditions and 
guard conditions. Firstly, the interval Taylor method with 
Lohner’ QR decomposition is used to express the flow 
condition explicitly. Then the mixed contracting algorithm is 
used to solve the CSP expressed by flow condition and guard 
condition. In this paper, the mixed contraction method 
combines LRC and 3B contraction operators. The contract 
power of LRC is strong but time consuming, the contract power 
of 3B  is weak but short time consuming[10].when contract the 
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contracting domain, single contractor is no longer used, but 
according to the periodicity to select the corresponding 
contractor. By adjusting the periodicity of contractors to 
improving the accuracy and reducing the calculation time of the 
mixed contracting algorithm. Experiments show that the 
proposed algorithm is better than the literature [7] and [8], the 
algorithm is more accurate and takes less time. 

II. PROCEDURE FOR PAPER SUBMISSION 
This section will cover the concepts including nonlinear 

hybrid automata, interval analysis and constraint satisfaction 
problems. 

A. Nonlinear Hybrid Automata 
In the problem of reachability analysis of nonlinear hybrid 

systems, nonlinear hybrid automata are usually used for 
mathematical modeling [11]. A hybrid automaton is usually 
represented by a tuple >< InitRGIFEXQ ,,,,,,, where: 

}...,{ 21 mqqqQ = )( Nm∈  represents a set of location, i.e., 
discrete state or modes. 

}...,{ 21 nxxxX =
 
represents continuous variables. 

QQE ×⊆
 represents a finite set of discrete state 

transitions. 
QqqflowF ∈= }{
 
represents a set of flow constraints. 

QqqInvI ∈= }{
 
represents a set of invariants 

EeegrdG ∈= }{
 
represents a set of guard constraints. 

EeerstR ∈= }{
 
represents a set of reset constraints. 

),( 00 xqInit = , Qq ∈0 , Xx ∈0  
represents the initial states of 

hybrid automata. 
The representation of flow condition, invariant condition and 

guard condition in nonlinear hybrid system is shown in formula 
(1) to formula (3): 

qflow :  ),,()( tpxftx q=′                   （1） 

 qInv :  0),),(( <tptxvq                       （2） 

 egrd :  0),),(( =tptxre                      （3） 

 

B. Interval Analysis 

  IRuuU ∈= ],[  is a real interval when it is  a  subset of real 
numbers set[12]. uu, represents the upper and lower limits of the 
interval U .A vector whose component is an interval is called an 
interval vector (also known as a box)and the value is the 
Cartesian product of components, n

n IRuuuU ∈×= ]]...[[][][ 21 .A 
matrix whose elements are interval called as interval matrix,

nmIRx ×∈][ . 

The width, midpoint and absolute value of the interval are 
defined as uuuw −=)( ， )(

2
1)( uuum += ， },max{ uuU =

[13].For 

any interval ],[][],,[][ vvvuuu == ,the expression of its four 
principle operation is  ]}[],[|{][][ vyuxyxvu ∈∈=  , }/,,,{ ∗−+∈ . 

Interval function is a function in which both independent 
variables and dependent variables are interval [14]. Assume  

mn RRf →:  is a  continuous real value function. The range of f

on the interval vector nIRU ∈  is )(Uf ,write as
})({)( UuufUf ∈= ,If there is a function F  satisfy the

)()( UFUf ⊆ ,then can see F is Interval extended functions for 
function f .Interval functions have many forms of expansion, 
such as natural extension, median expansion and so on. The 
natural extension forms are the most commonly used expansion 
form of interval function. If the function f is composed of four 
principle operations of the basic function. Then the variables in 
the function are replaced by the interval variables, base 
functions and operators are replaced by respective interval 
basic functions and interval operators, then the natural 
extension function of the function can be obtained. 

C. Constraint Satisfaction Problem 
The general form of a constraint satisfaction problem can be 

expressed as: given a set of objects and the constraints on their 
assignment, determine whether there is at least one set of 
assignments that satisfy all constraints[15].Solving interval CSP 
problem mainly includes the following two operations：  

1)Bisection Bisect an n-dimensional box is to partition the 
box nIRU ∈][  along one of its components jx

 into two other 
n-dimensional boxes ][UL  and ][UR  . 

 ],[]
2

,[],[][ 11 nn
jj

j uu
uu

uuuUL ×⋅⋅⋅×
+

×⋅⋅⋅×=
 

],[],
2

[],[][ 11 nnj
jj uuu

uu
uuUR ×⋅⋅⋅×

+
×⋅⋅⋅×=

 
2)Contraction  Assume ][U  is a prior field of constraint 

satisfaction problem H  which the  solution is S .Contract H  is 
to replace ][U  with a smaller field ][U ′  and keep the solution 
set unchanged. The algorithm used to contract H  is referred to 
as the contraction algorithm, which is represented by sC in this 
paper, ][])([][ UUCUS s ⊆⊆ . 

III. EXPLICIT REPRESENTATION OF FLOW CONDITIONS 
In nonlinear hybrid systems, an ordinary differential 

equation with initial value (IVP-ODEE) is usually used to 
implicitly represent the flow conditions of a continuous system 
[16], as shown by formula (1). In this paper, CSP is used to 
solve the intersection of flow condition and guard condition, 
and the constraint expression of CSP is expressed explicitly. 
Therefore, it is necessary to transform the implicit expression 
of continuous system into explicit expression. In this paper, the 
interval Taylor method with Loher’ QR decomposition is used 
for explicit transformation. 

A. Interval Integration with Interval Taylor Method 
),;( 00 XttX represents the solutions of the system at t

originating from each initial state 0X  at 0t .Define a time grid 
nTtttt ＜＜＜＜ 210 ,which is taken equally spaced, and jh  

represents the step from jt  to 1+jt .By integration via interval 
Taylor methods, we can calculate the interval vector 

tj njx 1],[ = , which contains all the solutions ),;( 00 XttX j of 
formula (1) at jt .The calculation steps for this method are as 
follows: 
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1)Verify the existence and uniqueness of the solution of 
interval Taylor method. 

2)Compute the prior field ]~[ jx . The prior field contains all 
the solutions ),;( jj XttX that satisfy  (1)  in ],[ 1+∈ jj ttt . 

3)Using the priori enclosure A to compute a tighter enclosure 
for the set of solutions at 1+jt . 

B. Verify the Existence and Uniqueness of the Solution  
The expansion of interval Taylor series is 

k
j

k

i
j

ki
jijjj ttxfttxxxtU )(])~([)(][][])~[,(

1

1

0][0 −+−+= ∑
−

=   
                       （4） 

The interval ]~[ 0
jx  can be calculated by the formula (5) 

],0])[([][]~[ 0 hxfxx jjj +=                                                           （5） 
If we define 

])~[],,([:]~[ 0
1

1
jjjj xttUx +=

  
]~[],0])[~([],0[][][ 00][1

1
j

k
jj

ki
j

k

i
ijj xhxfhxx ⊆++= ∑

−

=  
                     （6） 

then there exists a unique solution ),;( jj xttx that satisfies 
])~[,(),;( 1

jjj xtUyttx ∈ at ],[ 1+∈ jj ttt of(1). ]~[])~[],,([])~[],,([ 10
1

1
1 jjjjjjj xxttUxttU =⊆ ++ can 

be obtained from formula (6),so ])~[,(]~[ 1
jj xtUx =  can be used as a 

priori field of ),;( jj xttx  at ],[ 1+∈ jj ttt .When the step jh  is small 
enough , the formula (6) can be established, jh  and  ε can be 
obtained from formula (7) and formula (8) 
 

      
( )

1
1

1 )()1(

+

+ 













+

k

j
k

j

xfk

xε
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)( jjj xfhx ≥

   
                                           （7） 
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 ,
other conditions 

 

])~[,(

]))~[,((
0

0

j

j

xtU

xtUw
≈ε                            （8） 

C. Computing a Prior Enclosure 
According above, we can see that to calculate a priori 

enclosur ]~[ jx  must calculate ]~[ 0
jx and ]~[ 1

jx  first. The step size jh

and ε can be calculated by formula (7) and formula (8). The 
algorithm description is shown in figure 1: 

 

Fig.1 Priori enclosure algorithm 
In figure 1, the first line shows jh , ε , ]~[ 0

jx  can calculated 
according to formula (5), formula (7) and formula (8).the 
second line shows ]~[ 0

jx ， ]~[ 1
jx  can calculated according to 

formula (6).Line 3-line 15 indicates whether or not  ]~[ 1
jx

belongs to ]~[ 0
jx ,if ]~[ 1

jx belongs to ]~[ 0
jx ，Then use the formula (5) 

to calculate ]~[ 1
jx , else let ]~[ 0

jx be equal to ]~[ 1
jx , ]~[ 1

jx be equal to
])~[],,([ 1

1 jjj xttU + .At this moment, if ]~[ 1
jx belongs to ]~[ 0

jx , then we 
can use formula (5) to calculate ]~[ 1

jx .Otherwise , judging 

whether the step size ε is greater than the required precision or 
not,if greater than the required precision,then bisect the step 

size and goto the second line, continue to loop until ]~[ 1
jx belongs 

to ]~[ 0
jx .Line 16 indicates that a prior enclosure ]~[ jx is calculated 

by formula (4) useing ]~[ 1
jx . 

 

D.  Computing a Tighter Enclosure 
The wrapping effect will to produced when we use the 

interval Taylor method to solve the IVP-ODE. This is because 
the set needs to be wrapped in an interval vector during the 
calculation, but in most cases, these sets cannot be wrapped 
precisely in an interval vector that produces the wrapping effect. 
Because of the wrapping effect may exists during each iteration, 
the width of the resulting interval may increase until it is not 
acceptable. In this paper, Lohner’ QR decomposition method is 
used to eliminate the wrapping effect in the calculation process 
[17]. The main idea is to make the axis parallel to the longest 
edge of the interval vector by rotating the axis. 

Considering 3.1 a priori enclosure ]~[ jx  can be obtained in the 
step j+1, a tighter enclosure ][ 1+jx which ][][ 1 jj xx ⊆+ to be 
calculated now. According to the expansion of Taylor series we 
can acquire the formula (9) as following: 

[ ] )ˆ()ˆ,;(),;()ˆ(ˆ
1

1

1

1
1

][][
1 jj

k

i

i
jjj

ik

i

k
jjj

ki
ji

i
jj xxhxxfJIhttxfhxfxx −







 ++++= ∑∑

−

=

−

=
++

   
（9） 

Where )ˆ,;( ][
jj

i xxfJ is the Jacobi matrix of )(][
j

i xf  at point 
)ˆ( jjilj xxx −+θ , ),...,2,1](1,0[ mlil =∈θ  ( l represents the l line of a 

matrix). 
Define: 

][])~([),;( 1
][

1
][

1 +++ =∈= j
k
jj

kk
jjj

k
j zhxfhttxfz                               （10）  

])([ 11 ++ = jj zmidS                                                                   （11）  

∑
−

=
++ ++=

1

1
1

][
1 )ˆ(ˆˆ

k

i
j

i
jj

i
jj shxfxx                                                    （12） 

∑∑
−

=

−

=
=+∈+=

1

1

][1

1

][ ][])~[;()ˆ,;(
k

i
j

i
jj

ik

i

i
jjj

i
j ShxfJIhxxfJIS                    （13）  

])([ˆˆ][][ˆ, 000000000 xmidxxxrxxrIA =−=∈−== ，                         （14） 
Bring the formula from (10) to (14)into formula (9)can get the 
formula(15)： 

1111 )ˆ]([ˆ ++++ −+−+= jjjjjjj SzxxSxx   

]}[|ˆ{)}(){(ˆ 1111111
1
1

1
111 +++++++

−
+

−
+++ ∈+∈−++= jjjjjjjjjjjjjj rrrAxSzArASAAx

         
（15） 

Define )]([])[][(][ 11
1
1

1
11 ++

−
+

−
++ −+= jjjjjjjj SzArASAr  can get formula (16): 

][]ˆ[][ 1111 ++++ += jjjj rAxx                                                              （16） 

Algorithm 1: computing a prior enclosure

input： ][ jx

out： ]~[ jx

1 compute jh ， ε ， ]~[ 0
jx

2 ])~[],,([:]~[ 0
1

1
jjjj xttUx +=

3 If ]~[]~[ 01
jj xx ⊆ then

4 ])~[],,([:]~[ 0
1

1
jjjj xttUx +=

5 Else

6 ]~[:]~[ 10
jj xx =

7 ])~[],,([:]~[ 1
1

1
jjjj xttUx +=

8 If ]~[]~[ 01
jj xx ⊆ then

9 ])~[],,([:]~[ 1
1

1
jjjj xttUx +=

10 Else

11 If ε>h then

12 2/hh = ；goto 2

13 End-If

14 End-If

15 End-If

16 ])~[,(:]~[ 1
jj xtUx =
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The algorithm for calculating a tighter enclosure  at ],[ 1+∈ jj ttt  is 

shown in figure 2： 

 
Fig.2 The algorithm of compute tighter enclosure 

  In algorithm 2, lines 1-4 shows ][ 1+jz 、 1+jS 、 ]ˆ[ 1+jx 、 ][ jS can 
calculated according to formula (10) to formula (13).Line 6 
shows how to calculate ][ 1+jr . In line 7, according to formula 
(15), the tighter enclosure ][ 1+jx  of the flow condition at the 
time interval ],[ 1+jj tt is obtained. In line 5 there needs to select 
the appropriate 1+jA that will be described in algorithm 3. 

Algorithm 3: computating )(tA  

input： jjj rSA ,,
 

output： iltA ),(
 

1 ))((:)( jj ASMidtA =  

2 ( )i
j

i
ji rwAl ][

21 ⋅= +  

3 ))((:)()( tAPermutetAandlsort permi =  

4 )()()()( tRtQtAtQcompute perm =←  

5 jperm rtAtQtA )()()( 1-=  

Figure 3 The algorithm of find the proper )(tA  
The first line indicates that jjjj ASASMidtA ][))(()( ∈= .The 

second line indicates that how to calculate the length of each 
side of the matrix ][rA .

21
i
jA +  denotes the Euclidean norm of 

the i  column of matrix A .Line 3 sort the length of ][rA  and 
use permutation matrix to permute it .In the fourth line, we use 
Lohner’QR decomposition method to decompose the matrix  
which permuted that can obtain )(tQ .Line 5 shows how to 
calculate )(tA . 

IV. COMPUTING CSP COMPOSED OF FLOW CONDITION AND 
GUARD CONDITION 

A. Use CSP to Express the Flow Condition and Guard     
Condition  

At et , if the flow condition intersects with the guard 
condition, that is, the continuous state )( etx  satisfies the guard 
condition, then the discrete transition 'qqe →= will occur. 
Assuming that the flow condition is continuation at time 

],[ 1+jj tt , it is possible to intersect with the guard condition at any 
time during that time period. Our goal is to find a set of 

( )][],[ *** txtt j× .As shown in figure 4[1],where ( )][ * tx j  represents 

the set of initial flow conditions that satisfy the guard condition 
in time period ],[ ** tt .By the previous calculation we can obtain  
a tight enclosure  ][ 1+jx for the flow condition at time period 

],[ 1+jj tt ,so the set of solution flow conditions and guard 
conditions can be obtained by solving the following CSP shows 
as formula (17). 

)'0))(('],[],([ 1 =×+ txxtt jejjj γ                                                    （17） 

If ( )][],[ *** txtt j×  is not empty, then it can be considered that 
there is a discrete transition 'qqe →=  at *tte = .In this paper, we 
first find priori enclosure of the flow condition at the time 
period ],[ 1+ii tt .Determine whether 0 belongs to ])~([ je xr   to 
determine whether there is an intersection between the flow 
condition and the guard condition in the time period ],[ 1+jj tt .If 

]~[0 je xr∈ that represents there have intersection,that means, by 
solving the CSP, we can find the set of flow conditions and 
guard conditions in this time period.Otherwise, continue to 
look for the intersections of flow conditions and guard 
conditions in the next time period. 

 

 
 

Fig.4 The intersection of flow with guard 
 

B. Use Mixed Contracting Algorithms to Solve CSP 
  The CSP system can be represented as ])[,,( xxcS = [18],where c

represents constraint, x  represents variable, box ][x  denotes 
the value interval of a variable satisfying the constraint 
condition. Solving CSP is to find the set of boxes εB  that the 
accuracy is less than the required, and the solution of the 
problem exists in these boxes. The algorithm for solving CSP 
which based on mixed contractor is shown in figure 4: 

Algorithm 4: mixed contracting algorithm to solve CSP 

input： ][,],[, ss CTCxc
 

output： εB
 

1 ]}{[xL ←  ， 1=I
 

2 While φ≠L
 
do 

3   )(][ Lpopx ← ； 

4   ])([sec])[],([ xtbixx lr ← ； 

5   For all ]}[],{[][ lr xxx ∈  do  

6      For all sC do 

7        If  0][% =sCTI  then  

8          )]([][ cxCx s ，←  

9          If φ≠][x
 
then 

10             If ])([x  is atomic box then 

11              ]}{[xBB εε ←
 

12            Else 

Algorithm 2: computing tighter enclosure

input： txArtxx j ],
~[,],[,,ˆ],[ 00000

output： ][ 1+jx

1 k
jj

k
j hxfz ])~([][ ][

1 =+

2 ])([ 11 ++ = jj zmidS ；

3 ∑
−

=
++ ++=

1

1
1

][
1 ])ˆ([]ˆ[]ˆ[

k

i
j

i
jj

i
jj Shxfxx ；

4 k
j

k

i
j

i
j hxfJIS ∑

−

=
+=

1

1

][ ])~[;(][

5 use algorithm 3 to calculate 1+jA

6 )]([])[][(][ 11
1
1

1
11 ++

−
+

−
++ −+= jjjjjjjj SzArASAr ；

7 ][]ˆ[][ 1111 ++++ += jjjj rAxx
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13               ])[,( xLpush  

14            End 

15          End 

16        End 

17      End 

18    End 

19  1+= II
 20  End

 

Fig.4 Mixed contracting algorithm to solve CSP 
In algorithm 4, we need to input the initial interval ][x , the 

constraint conditions c , the contractors sC  and the hash table
][ sCT . ][ sCT stores the  operating cycles  of  each contractor. 

For example, 2][ =LRCT means every two contracting nodes 
use LRC once. Line 1 of algorithm 4 indicates that the initial 
interval ][x of each variable is stored in stack L ,Set the initial 
value of variable I  to 1.Line 2-line 4 indicates that during each 
iteration, if the stack is not empty, an interval node is taken 
from the top of the stack and bisect it. Line 5-line 8 denotes 
contracting the bisected interval. Line 9-line 14 indicates 
whether the contracted interval has reached the required 
accuracy. If the accuracy is achieved, the interval is stored in 
the εB ,or pressed back into the stack and repeated the above 
steps. In line 7, for each contractor, determine whether ][% sCTI  
is zero, and if it is 0, then this node can use the contractor. In 
this paper, LRC and 3B operators are chosen, because the LRC 
contraction operator is strong in contracting but takes a lot of 
time and 3B is weak in contracting but takes short time. By 
setting the use cycles of LRC and 3B, the accuracy of the 
contracting algorithm can be improved and the calculation time 
can be reduced that will be demonstrated experimentally later 
in this paper. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
  All experiments in this paper are implemented using IBEX 
tools, which is downloaded from http://www.ibex-lib.org. 
Hardware environment: Core i52.30GHz dual-core, Samsung 
DDR3L 1600MHz 8GB memory. 

A. Compare the Time Interval of The Intersection  
In order to compare the calculation of time interval which is 

calculated by each contracting algorithm. In this experiment, 
the ball bounce experiment was carried out in reference 1. In 
this experiment, the small ball can be regarded as a particle. The 
bounce surface is represented by a sinusoidal curve )2sin( xy = .

)(),(),(),( tvtvtptp yxyx represent the position and velocity of the 
particle in the direction of YX , ,respectively. The time of the 
first three contact with the eject surface. Find out the time 
interval of the first three times contact with bounce surface. 
This nonlinear hybrid system is represented as formula（18）： 

 
flow: )()( tvtp yy =′ ， 0)( =′ tvx ， )()( 2 tkvgtv yy +−=′  
guard:

 0)())(sin( =− tptp yx  

reset： yyxx pppp == ， ， 2

2

)cos(1
)2cos(2)1())2cos(41(

x

yxxx
x p

vpevpe
v

+

⋅⋅⋅⋅++⋅⋅⋅⋅−
=

（18）
 

                
2

2

)2cos(41
))2cos(4()2cos(2)1(

x

yxxx
y p

vpevpe
v

⋅+

⋅⋅+−+⋅⋅+
=        

inv: 0)sin( ≥− yx pp
 

Among them,  assume that 8.9=g ， 3.0=k ， 8.0=e ，the initial 

domain of )(),(),(),( tvtvtptp yxyx  is ]0.5,1.5[]1.0,0.0[]1.5,0.5[]1.2,0.2[ −−××× ，
05.0=h , the threshold of the bisected time interval is 11-10=tε

2.0=zε .Table 1 shows the time interval of the ball in contact 
with the bounce surface at the first, second, and third times that 
calculated by HC4 and 3B and mixed contracting algorithms. 

 Table 1 the time interval of each contracting algorithm 

The first column shows we use the algorithm in the literature 
[9], literature [8] and mixed contracting algorithm that the use 
cycles of LRC and 3B are (1,4) and (1,2), respectively. 
(1,4) means that each node uses LRC once, and every four 
nodes use 3B algorithm once. Since there are many 
permutations and combinations of LRC and 3B algorithms, 
only the two cases with the highest accuracy and the shortest 
computing time are listed in this table. 

The 2-4 column represent the time interval that the ball first 
times to third times come into contact with the surface. Denote 

tttw −=)( ,the smaller the )(tw ,the greater the accuracy. The 
last column, represents the total time of three calculations in 
milliseconds. It can be seen from the table that when the use 
cycle of the mixed contracting algorithms LRC and 3B is set to 
(1,4) and (1,2), the contracting force is larger than that of HC4 
and 3B, and the time spent is less. 

As you can see from the comparison of the last two lines. 
Although (1,4) is more accurate than (1, 2), it takes more time. 
So, it is necessary to choose between the calculation precision 
and the calculation time by using the mixed contracting 
algorithm in the calculation process. 

B. Compare the Intersection Interval of Flow Conditions 
States   

In this experiment, the experiment carried out from literature 
[8]. There is a hybrid system has two modes 1q and 2q ,a 
discrete transition 21 qqe →= .Its expression is (19) 

:)1(flow   ))sin(,(),( 122211 xgpxxxxf −−=  
:)1(inv   7.010/)cos(),( 21211 −−= xxxxv  
:)2(flow   ))sin(3,(),( 122212 xgpxxxxf −−=           （19） 

  :)2(inv   ),(),( 211212 xxvxxv −=  
:guard   ),(),( 211211 xxvxx =γ  

:reset
  ),(),( 2211211 xxxx ααρ =        

Where ]5.3,3[]8.0,9.0[],3.6,6[,10],2,05.2[,1- 021 ×−−∈∈=−−∈= xpgαα , 05.0=h ，

sT 005.0=ε ， 2.0=zε .Calculate the state of the flow condition 
when the flow condition intersects with the guard condition 
within 0-0.45 s, the results are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 the state interval of each contracting algorithm 
 Algorithm in 

literature [9] 
Algorithm in 

literature [8] 

the use cycle of 

contractor is (1,4) 

the use cycle of 

contractor is (1,4) 

Volume 0.19504378019 0.12677795432 0.06592534891 0.08240567113 

S（ms） 308 1384 280 273 

 1t  2t  3t  
S  

Algorithm in 

literature[9] 

0.56636310[267,534] 1.51931342[197,465] 2.68833630[669,917] 976 

Algorithm in 

literature[9] 

0.56636310[289,431] 1.51931342[221,396] 2.68833630[791,905] 4021 

the use cycle of 

contractor is (1,4) 

0.56636310[311,368] 1.51931342[256,316] 2.68833630[813,863] 793 

the use cycle of 

contractor is (1,2) 

0.56636310[302,397] 1.51931342[238,327] 2.68833630[806,889] 810 
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The first row of table 2 shows the names of each contracting 
algorithm，and the last two are mixed shrinkage algorithms for 
the periods of LRC and 3B, respectively 

The first line of table 2 shows the names of each contracting 
algorithm, and the last two represent the mixed contracting 
algorithms which the use cycle of LRC and 3B setting （1,2）
and （1,4）, respectively. The second line indicates that the 
volume of the interval of intersection states is calculated by 
each contracting algorithm ∏ == n

1i )(Vloume ixw .The third line 
represents the computation time of each shrinkage algorithm. 

The table 2 show that the accuracy of the mixed contracting 
algorithm with LRC and 3B use cycle is set to (1, 4) and (1 , 2) 
is higher than  only using HC4 and 3B algorithm, and the 
computation time is less than that of HC4 and 3B algorithm., 
when calculating the intersection between the flow condition 
and the guard condition 

Through experiments 1 and 2, we can see that when the use 
cycle of LRC and 3B set at (1 , 4) and (1 , 2), the  solution set 

( )][],[ *** txtt j× of  (8) is more accurate and takes less time than 
using HC4 and 3B algorithm alone. 

C. Comparison of The Flow Condition States of the 
Intersection Calculated 

In this experiment, the experiment carried out from 
literature[9].There is a hybrid system have two modes 1q and 

2q ,a discrete transition 21 qqe →= .Its expression is (20) 
)1(flow :   )),)1(-1(),( 2

2
11112

2
1111211 xxaxbxxaxbxxf −++=  

)1(inv :   24-),( 21211 ++= xxxxv  

)2(flow :   )),)1(-1(),( 2
2
12122

2
1212212 xxaxbxxaxbxxf −++=         （20） 

)2(inv :   ),(),( 211212 xxvxxv −=  

guard ：  ),(),( 211211 xxvxx =γ  

reset ：   ),(),( 2211211 xxxx ααρ =  
Where ]5.3,3[]8.0,9.0[],3.6,6[,10],2,05.2[,1- 021 ×−−∈∈=−−∈= xpgαα , 05.0=h ，

sT 005.0=ε ， 2.0=zε .Figure 3 (a)-(c)shows a comparison of the 
state 21 xx ×  in 0-0. 45 s. 

 
（a）algorithm in literature [9] 

  
（b）algorithm in literature [9] 

 

 
（c）the mixed contracting algorithm with the use 

cycle set(1,4) 

In the figure 3, the lateral axis and vertical axis of the 
horizontal axis represents 1x  and 2x , respectively. An oblique 
line indicates the guard condition. The solid line box represents 
all possible ranges of values from 0-0.45s. The dotted line box 
represents the range of invariants. The solid line box which 
guard condition represents the intersection of the flow 
condition and the guard condition. In figure 3 (c) represents a 
mixed contracting algorithm that the use cycle of for LRC and 
3B is setted (1,4). The calculation time used in figure 3(a)-(c) is: 
324ms ,1324ms, 267ms, respectively. The volume is: 0.143546, 
0.104943,0.647125 respectively. By contrast, we can see that 
using the mixed contracting algorithm to calculate the 21 xx ×  
states in the intersection interval is more accurate than using the 
HC4 and 3B only. This is because in this method take the mixed 
contracting algorithm instead of applying a single contracting 
algorithm to all the contracting nodes. At the beginning, the 
weak contracting but less time consuming algorithm is used in 
the large contracting domain that improves the efficiency of the 
operation. When the contracting domain is reduced to a certain 
extent, a contracting algorithm with strong contracting but 
more time consuming is used in the region to improve the 
accuracy of the operation. Therefore, this mixed contracting 
algorithm can improve the efficiency and accuracy of the 
operation. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
In the reachability analysis of nonlinear hybrid systems, the 

most important thing is to determine when and when the 
continuous system will lead to the transition of discrete state, 
that is, to solve the intersection of flow conditions and guard 
conditions. In this paper, the method of interval Taylor is used 
to explicit expression the flow conditions and use Lohner’ QR 
decomposition method to control the wrapping effect during 
the process. In this moment, the problem of solving the 
intersection of flow conditions and guard conditions can be 
converted into a CSP problem. Then, the mixed contracting 
algorithm is used to solve the CSP problem, which consists of 
flow condition and guard condition. The mixed contracting 
algorithm according to the pre-set use cycle of contractor to 
contract the contracting domain. In this way, the weak 
contractility but less time consuming contractor can be used in 
the large contracting domain that can improve the arithmetic 
speed. When the contracting domain is reduced to a certain 
extent, a contractor with strong contractility but much time 
consuming is used in the region to improve the accuracy of the 
operation. It can be seen from the experimental comparison that 
the method is more accurate and faster in calculating the time 
interval and the flow conditions state interval of the intersection 
between the flow condition and the guard condition. That 
means taking this method to determine when and what state the 
continuous system leads to discrete transformation, the results 
are more accurate and the calculation time is shorter. 
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